Abstract-It remains challenging to automatically segment kidneys in clinical ultrasound (US) images due to the kidneys' varied shapes and image intensity distributions, although semiautomatic methods have achieved promising performance. In this study, we propose subsequent boundary distance regression and pixel classification networks to segment the kidneys, informed by the fact that the kidney boundaries have relatively homogenous texture patterns across images. Particularly, we first use deep neural networks pre-trained for classification of natural images to extract high-level image features from US images, then these features are used as input to learn kidney boundary distance maps using a boundary distance regression network, and finally the predicted boundary distance maps are classified as kidney pixels or non-kidney pixels using a pixel classification network in an endto-end learning fashion. We also proposed a novel dataaugmentation method based on kidney shape registration to generate enriched training data from a small number of US images with manually segmented kidney labels. Experimental results have demonstrated that our method could effectively improve the performance of automatic kidney segmentation, significantly better than deep learning based pixel classification networks.
diseases [1, 2] . In particular, anatomic characteristics derived from US imaging, such as renal elasticity, are associated with kidney function [3, 4] and lower renal parenchymal area as measured on US imaging data is associated with increased risk of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) in boys with posterior urethral valves [2] . Imaging features computed from US data using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) improved the classification of children with congenital abnormalities of the kidney and urinary tract (CAKUT) and controls [5, 6] . The computation of these anatomic measures typically involves manual or semi-automatic segmentation of kidneys in US images, which increases inter-operator variability and reduces reliability. Therefore, automatic and reliable segmentation of the kidney from US imaging data is desired.
Since manual segmentation of the kidney is time consuming, labor-intensive, and highly prone to intra-and inter-operator variability, semi-automatic and interactive segmentation methods have been developed [7] . Particularly, an interactive tool has been developed for detecting and segmenting the kidney in 3D US images [8] . A semi-automatic segmentation framework based on both texture and shape priors has been proposed for segmenting the kidney from noisy US images [9] . A novel graph-cuts method has been proposed to segment the kidney in US images by integrating image intensity information and texture feature maps [10] . A variety of methods have been proposed to segment the kidney based on active shape models and statistical shape models [8, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Random forests have also been adopted in a semi-automatic segmentation method to segment the kidney [15] . Although a variety of strategies have been adopted in the semi-automatic kidney segmentation methods, most of them solve the kidney segmentation problem as a boundary detection problem and rely on manual operations for initializing the semi-automatic segmentation.
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have demonstrated excellent performance in a variety of image segmentation problems, including semantic segmentation of natural images [16, 17] and medical image segmentation [18] [19] [20] . Recently, several methods have been proposed to automatically segment the kidney from medical imaging data to generate kidney masks using deep CNNs. In particular, U-net networks have been adopted to segment the kidney by classifying image pixels/voxels as kidney or non-kidney ones in a pattern classification setting [21] [22] [23] [24] . In these pattern classification based kidney segmentation methods, all pixels/voxels within the kidney have the same kidney classification labels, ignoring large variability of the kidneys in both appearance and shape in US images. As shown in Fig. 1 , kidneys may have varied shapes and heterogeneous appearances in US images. Such shape and appearance variability, in conjunction with inherent speckle noise of US images, may degrade performance of the pixelwise pattern classification based kidney segmentation methods [25] .
On the other hand, several recent studies have demonstrated that pixelwise pattern classification based image segmentation methods could achieve improved image segmentation performance by incorporating boundary detection as an auxiliary task in both natural image segmentation [26, 27] and medical image segmentation [28] [29] [30] . However, the performance of these methods is hinged on their image pixelwise classification component as the boundary detection serves as an auxiliary task for refining edges of the pixelwise segmentation results. Inspired by the excellent performance of the semi-automatic boundary detection based kidney segmentation methods, we develop a fully automatic, end-to-end deep learning method to subsequently learn kidney boundaries and pixelwise kidney masks from a set of manually labeled US images. Instead of distinguishing kidney pixels from non-kidney ones in a pattern classification setting, we learn CNNs in a regression setting to detect kidney boundaries that are modeled as boundary distance maps. From the learned boundary distance maps, we learn pixelwise kidney masks by optimizing their overlap with the manual kidney segmentation labels. To augment the training dataset, we adopt a kidney shape based image registration method to generate more training samples. Our deep CNNs are built upon an image segmentation network architecture derived from DeepLab [17] so that existing image classification/segmentation models could be reused as a starting point of the kidney image segmentation in a transfer learning framework to speed up the model training and improve the performance of the kidney image segmentation. We have evaluated the proposed method for segmenting the kidney based on clinical US images, including 100 US images of normal kidneys and 85 US images of abnormal kidneys. The evaluation results have demonstrated that the proposed method could achieve promising segmentation performance and outperformed alternative state-of-the-art deep learning based image segmentation methods.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Imaging Data
All the imaging data used in this study were collected using standard clinical US scanners at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP). The dataset contains the first post-natal US images of kidneys from 50 children with congenital abnormalities of the kidney and urinary tract (CAKUT) and the first post-natal US images of the kidneys of 50 children with unilateral mild hydronephrosis (Society of Fetal Urology grade I-II). Mild hydronephrosis is generally a benign finding that does not affect the appearance of the affected or contralateral normal kidney [31] [32] [33] . From these subjects, in total 185 US images were obtained, including 100 normal scans and 85 abnormal scans. The images were manually segmented by experts from the CHOP. Representative normal and abnormal kidney US images are shown in Fig.1 . These images were resized to have a size of 321×321, and their image intensities were linearly scaled to [0, 255] . We randomly selected 105 images as training data, 20 images as validation data, and 60 images as testing data to evaluate kidney segmentation methods.
B. Deep CNN Networks for Kidney Image Segmentation
The kidney image segmentation method is built upon deep CNNs to subsequently detect kidney boundaries and kidney masks in an end-to-end learning fashion. As illustrated in Fig.2 , the kidney image segmentation model consists of a transfer learning network, a boundary distance regression network, and a kidney pixel classification network. The transfer learning network is built upon a general image classification network to reuse an image classification model as a starting point for learning high level image features from US images, the boundary distance regression network learns kidney boundaries modeled as distance maps of the kidney boundaries, and the kidney boundary distance maps are finally used as input to the kidney mask learning network to generate kidney segmentation masks. The kidney boundary detection network and the kidney mask learning network are trained based on augmented training data that are generated using a kidney shape based image registration method. The network architecture and the data augmentation methods are described in following sections. 
1) Transfer learning network for extracting high level image features from US images
Instead of directly building an image segmentation network on raw US images, we adopt a transfer learning strategy to extract informative image features from US images as a starting point for learning high level image features from US images. Particularly, we extract features from US images by utilizing a general image classification network, namely VGG16, which achieves 92.7% top-5 test-accuracy in ImageNet [34] .
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the VGG16 network consists of 16 convolutional (conv) layers with a receptive field of 3×3. The stack of convolutional layers is followed by 3 fully-connected (FC) layers: each of the first two has 4096 channels and the third performs 1000-way classification. The final layer is a softmax layer. In our experiments, we fine-tuned the model weights of Imagenet-pretrained VGG16 network to adapt them to the boundary distance regression network. On the other hand, we follow the Deeplab architecture [17] by applying the atrous convolutions to compute denser image feature representations. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the DeepLab image segmentation model modified the last 3 convolutional layers and FC layers into 4 atrous convolutional layers and 2 convolutional classification layers. We discarded the 2 convolutional classification layers to adapt the architecture to the boundary distance regression network.
2) Boundary distance regression network for fully automatic kidney segmentation in ultrasound images
We develop a boundary distance regression network for fully automatic kidney segmentation in ultrasound images, instead of learning a pixelwise classification network directly from the US image features because the heterogenous kidney appearances in US images make it difficult to directly classify pixels as kidney or background pixels. The boundary distance regression network is built in a regression framework, consisting of two parts: a projection part that produces boundary feature maps 0 and a high-resolution reconstruction part that upsamples the feature maps to obtain the kidney distance maps at the same spatial resolution of the input images as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The projection part is built on two convolutional layers, and the reconstruction part is built on deconvolution (transposed convolution) layers. The output of the th deconvolution operation is defined as
where is deconvolution filters with size × , and is a bias vector, and ⨂ is deconvolution operator. The upsampling deconvolution layers increase the spatial dimension of their input feature maps by 2 folds, and therefore 3 upsampling deconvolution layers are adopted in the kidney boundary distance regression network to learn the kidney boundary in the input image space. In our experiments, the numbers of input feature maps of the upsampling deconvolution layers were empirically set to 3 times of 64, 32, 16 respectively, and the filter size was empirically set to 5.
We solve the kidney boundary detection problem in a regression framework to learn distance from the kidney boundary at every pixel of the input US images. The kidney boundary detection problem could be potentially solved in an end-to-end classification framework [35] . However, the number of the kidney boundary pixels is much smaller than the number of non-boundary pixels in US kidney images. Such unbalanced boundary and non-boundary pixels make it difficult to learn an accuracy classification model. Therefore, we model the kidney boundary detection as a distance map learning problem.
Given an input US image with its kidney boundary, we compute the distance to the kidney boundary for every pixel ∈ of the input image and obtain a normalized kidney distance map of the same size of the input image using potential function as following:
with = min ∈ dist( , ) is the minimal Euclidean distance of pixel to the kidney boundary pixels = { } ∈ , and is a parameter. As illustrated in Fig.6 , at the kidney boundary pixels the normalized exponential kidney distance equals to 1. In this study, the kidney boundary is detected by learning the normalized kidney distance map. To learn the normalized kidney boundary distance map, we train the boundary detection network by minimizing a distance loss function d , defined as,
where φ( ) is the predicted distance and d( ) is the ground truth distance to the kidney boundary at pixel . Once we obtain the predicted distance for every pixel of a US image to be segmented, we can obtain a boundary binary map with a threshold − . To obtain a smooth closed contour of the kidney boundary, we construct a minimum spanning tree of all predicted kidney boundary pixels. Particularly, we first construct an undirected graph of all predicted kidney boundary pixels, each pair of which are connected with a weight of their Euclidean distance. Then, a minimum spanning tree T is obtained using Kruskal's algorithm [36] . Finally, the max path of the minimum spanning tree T is obtained as a close contour of the kidney boundary and a binary mask of the kidney is subsequently obtained. To reduce the complexity of finding a minimum spanning tree, we could apply morphological operations to the binary kidney boundary image to obtain a skeleton binary map and apply the minimum spanning tree algorithm to the skeleton binary map. We refer to the boundary distance regression network followed by postprocessing for segmenting kidneys as a boundary detection network hereafter.
3) Subsequent boundary distance regression and pixelwise classification networks for fully automatic kidney segmentation in ultrasound images
The minimum spanning tree post-processing method could obtain promising boundary detection results for most US kidney images. However, it fails if the predicted boundary distance maps are far from perfect. To obtain robust kidney segmentation performance, we propose to learn pixelwise kidney masks from the predicted kidney distance maps. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , the kidney pixelwise classification network is built upon a semantic image segmentation network, namely Deeplab image segmentation network. The input to the kidney pixel classification network is an image with 3 channels, each being the output of the predicted kidney boundary map. The final decision for class labels is then made by applying 2-channel classification softmax layer to the extracted class feature maps ( , ) (c=0,1) based on cross-entropy loss function:
We also adopt the pre-trained VGG16 model to initialize the pixelwise classification network parameters.
To train the kidney boundary distance regression and pixelwise classification networks in an end-to-end fashion, loss functions of the kidney boundary distance regression network and the kidney pixelwise classification network are combined with a multi-loss function
where is the number of total iterative training steps, is an index of the training iteration step, and γ is a parameter to make and to have the same magnitude and to be determined empirically. The multi-loss function puts more weight on the kidney boundary distance regression cost function in the early stage of the network training and then shifts to the kidney pixel classification cost function in the late stage of the network training. The kidney pixelwise classification network's output is treated as the overall segmentation result.
C. Data augmentation based on kidney shape registration
To build a robust kidney segmentation model, we augment the training data using a non-rigid image registration method [37] . Particularly, in order to generate training US kidney images with varied kidney shapes and appearances, we register each training image to all other training images based on thinplate splines transformation (TPS) [37] as following. Given two US kidney images with kidney boundaries, we register one image (moving image ) to the other image (fixed image ), in order to generate a deformed moving image in the fixed image space. First, the kidney boundary is approximately modeled as an ellipse as shown in Fig. 8 . Then, ellipse vertexes of the kidney are identified as 4 corresponding landmark points across kidneys, and the landmark points of the fixed and moving images are denoted by = [ ] ∈ 2×4 and = [ ] ∈ 2×4 respectively. Base on the corresponding landmark points, a TPS operation W is computed to register the moving image to the fixed image , defined as:
where
is the homogeneous coordinates of , and R is a symmetric matrix with elements
. Based on the estimated TPS transformation, a warped moving image could be generated. We use a nearest neighbor interpolation method to warp the moving image. In addition to the image registration based data augmentation, we also flip the training images left to right. Given training images, we can obtain 2 ( − 1) + augmented training images with kidney boundaries.
D. Implementation and Evaluation of the proposed method
The proposed networks were implemented based on Python 3.7.0 and Tensorflow r1.11. We used a mini-batch of 20 images to train the deep neural networks. The maximum number of iteration steps was set to 20000. The deep learning models were trained on a GeForce GTX 6.0GB graphics processing unit (GPU). The deep networks were optimized using Adam stochastic optimization [38] with the learning rate of 10 −4 . Besides the parameters of transfer learning network, the filters of the boundary regression network were initialized with random normal initializer with the mean 0 and standard deviation 0.001. The biases of the boundary regression network were initialized with constant 0. In the subsequent kidney boundary detection and pixel classification network, γ was empirically set to 1 to make the kidney boundary regression and pixel classification loss functions to have similar magnitudes. The minimum spanning tree algorithm were implemented based on Networkx python library (https://networkx.github.io/documentation/networkx-1.10/overview.html).
Ablation studies were carried out to evaluate how different components of the proposed method affect the segmentation performance. We first trained the kidney boundary detection network using following 3 different strategies, including training from scratch without data augmentation (named "random+noaug"), transfer learning without data augmentation (named "finetune+noaug"), and transfer-learning with data augmentation (named "finetune+aug"). Particularly, for the training from scratch we adopted "Xavier" initialization method that has been widely adopted in natural image classification and segmentation studies [39] . Particularly, we initialized the biases to be 0 and filters to follow a uniform distribution. The training images' normalized kidney boundary distance maps were obtained with λ = 1. Outputs of the kidney boundary detection network were post-processed using morphological operations and minimum spanning tree algorithm in order to obtain kidney masks.
Second, we trained and compared kidney boundary detection networks based on augmented training data and transferlearning initialization with their normalized kidney distance maps obtained with different values of λ, including 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10. We also trained a kidney boundary detection network in a classification setting. Particularly, the classification based kidney boundary detection network had the same network architecture as the regression based kidney boundary detection network, except that its loss function was a softmax crossentropy loss to directly predict the kidney boundary pixels. Outputs of the kidney boundary detection network were also post-processed using the morphological operations and minimum spanning tree algorithm in order to obtain kidney masks.
Third, we trained and compared kidney boundary detection networks with 2 state-of-the-art pixel classification based image segmentation deep neural networks, namely FCNN [16] and Deeplab [17] . The FCNN network and Deeplab compared in our paper were also adopted from the VGG16, the same one as adopted in our method. The comparisons were based on both the training data without augmentation and the augmented training data. Segmentation performance of all the methods under comparison was measured using Dice index, mean distance (MD), Jaccard, Precision, Sensitivity, ASSD defined in [40, 41] . The segmentation performance measures of testing images obtained by different segmentation networks were statistically compared using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [42] .
We also compared the proposed subsequent boundary distance regression and pixelwise classification networks with the kidney boundary detection network. We trained the subsequent boundary distance regression and pixelwise classification networks based on the augmented training data and transfer-learning initialization. Finally, we compared the proposed framework with a multi-task learning based segmentation network to jointly estimate the kidney distance maps and classify the kidney pixels. We obtained the results in 20000 iteration numbers. Particularly, the multi-task learning based segmentation network adopted the same network architecture of the kidney boundary distance regression network and included a branch for the kidney pixel classification. Fig. 9 shows traces of the training loss and validation accuracy of the kidney boundary detection network trained with 3 different training strategies. These traces demonstrate that the training of the kidney boundary distance regression network converged regardless of the training strategies used. Without the data augmentation, the transfer-learning strategy made the model to better fit the training data and obtained better segmentation accuracy than the random initialization strategy. Although the train loss was relatively larger if the network was trained based on the augmented data, better validation segmentation accuracy was obtained. Validation segmentation accuracy measures of different training strategies are summarized in Table I and example segmentation results are illustrated in Fig. 10 , further demonstrating that the transfer learning and data augmentation strategies could make the boundary detection network to achieve better results. The results were obtained at 9000, 1000, 16000 iteration numbers respectively with the different training strategies according to their validation accuracy traces. Fig.11 shows example kidney boundaries and masks obtained by the boundary detection networks trained with different distance maps in the validation dataset. Particularly, the kidney masks were closer to the ground truth when the distance maps were normalized with λ = 1 than other values. When λ= 0.01, the detected boundaries were much border than the ground truth, while when λ >= 10 or λ = 0.1, the detected boundaries missed some pixels. Such a problem could be overcome to some extent by the post-processing steps, including morphological operations and minimum spanning tree. As summarized in Table II , the kidney segmentation results obtained with λ = 0.1 and λ = 1 were comparable, better than those obtained with other parameters. It is worth noting that predicted boundary distance regression results shown in Fig. 11 were not binary maps when λ = 1 or 10. We set λ = 1 in all following experiments. We also found that the softmax cross-entropy loss function based pixelwise classification network classified all the pixels into background due to the unbalanced samples. Table III and Table IV show kidney segmentation results of the testing data obtained by the FCNN, Deeplab, and the boundary detection network, trained without the data augmentation or with the data augmentation. The morphology operation and minimum spanning tree based post-processing method was used to obtain kidney masks from the boundary detection network. The results demonstrate that the boundary detection network had significantly better performance than the alternative deep learning segmentation networks that were trained to classify pixels into kidney and non-kidney pixels. The results also demonstrated that the data-augmentation could improve the performance of all the methods under comparison. Fig. 12 Table V shows segmentation performance of the kidney boundary detection network and the end-to-end subsequent boundary distance regression and pixelwise classification networks, demonstrating that the end-to-end learning could obtain better performance, although the difference was not statistically significant. Fig. 13 indicated that the proposed framework could improve the boundary detection segmentation results with blurring boundaries. More importantly, we can get the kidney masks from their distance maps without any postprocessing step. A further comparison of computational time costs of two solutions indicated that the end-to-end learning was 20 times faster than the morphology and minimum spanning tree based post-processing.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Effectiveness of transfer-learning and data-augmentation on the segmentation performance
B. Performance of the kidney boundary detection networks trained using different loss functions
C. Segmentation performance of kidney boundary detection and pixel classification networks
D. Comparison of the end-to-end subsequent segmentation network, the boundary detection network, and the multi-task learning based segmentation network
We also combined the proposed boundary distance regression network and the Deeplab mask segmentation network in a multi-task learning framework. In the multi-task learning framework, we set the weight parameter of the two networks to 1. The dice coefficient of segmentation results obtained by the boundary detection task was 90.93%±4.89% and the dice coefficient of segmentation results obtained by the mask segmentation task was 92.01%±4.52%. We found that accuracy of the mask segmentation network was improved in the multi-task learning framework. However, we also found that the accuracy of the boundary detection network was reduced, partially due to the inaccurate results of the mask segmentation networks. Fig. 13 . Results for the boundary detection network and the end-to-end learning networks. (a) input kidney US images, (b) binary skeleton maps of the predicted distance maps, (c) kidney masks obtained with the minimum spanning tree based post-processing, (d) kidney masks obtained by the end-to-end subsequent segmentation network, and (e) kidney masks obtained by manual labels.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we propose a novel boundary distance regression network architecture to achieve fully-automatic kidney segmentation, and the boundary distance regression network is integrated with a subsequent pixelwise classification network to achieve improved kidney segmentation performance in an end-to-end learning fashion. Our method has been applied to segmentation of clinical kidney US images with large variability in both appearance and shape, yielding promising performance, significantly better than the alternatives under The network initialization is very important for the deep learning based kidney image segmentation. We do not show the U-net network segmentation results because the U-net network failed to converge in our experiment, probably due to that the random initialization method of the U-net network did not work for the kidney US images. In fact, the FCNN and Deeplab networks failed to converge too with the same random initialization method as used in the U-net network. In contrast, the boundary distance regression network successfully converged with the same random initialization. These results might indicate that for the segmentation of clinical kidney US images with varied shapes and appearances the boundary distance regression is a better strategy than the pixel classification strategy.
On the other hand, we also compared the training of the boundary distance regression network from scratch and based on the transfer learning with data augmentation. Although we did not observe substantially improved segmentation accuracy, we found that transfer learning could accelerate the network training converge.
Instead of adopting random transformations to generate more US kidney images, we propose an image registration method to augment the training image data so that the augmented imaging data have meaningful realistic kidney shapes. The results shown in section III C have demonstrated that the data-augmentation method could improve all the deep learning based segmentation methods under comparison in terms of the segmentation accuracy.
The benefits of the end-to-end learning for the kidney segmentation are twofold. First, the end-to-end learning could improve the computational efficiency due to the usage of GPUs. Second, the segmentation performance could be further improved, as indicated by the results shown in Table V and Fig.  13 . We found that the improvement was significant for kidney images with blurry boundaries, although the average performance difference was not statistically significant.
The segmentation results of the multi-task learning network with integrated boundary distance regression network and Deeplab based pixelwise classification network indicated that the boundary distance regression network could improve the performance of the pixelwise classification network. However, a better strategy might be needed to further improve its performance.
Though our kidney segmentation network is built on the pretrained VGG16 network, our model is not limited to the VGG network. Within the same framework, we could also adopt other semantic segmentation networks with good performance in natural images segmentation tasks, such as ResNet [43] or network built on VGG19 [34] , which may further improve the performance of the kidney segmentation results.
